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I see icy ISIS twice as Mastercards priceless diamond rings
Type this crisis down took jewels Hypist cycling
Social network blings, Facebook pages swing, live act like this
Scene silents the movie thing, righteous side kick
Licensed to open gates to vertex points pointed to appointed
Jews, saliva anointed you so certain joints search a clue next
Life, lightest bones break leggings of medieval armor tight,
Turf grass green then seen the ocean blue, at night knights
Fights, site like old dunes unite right at the alters view to bless the
Ki/11 Energies enter the dome of the rock vividly, vicinity inch in
Inward instantly hissin' at snakes shakin' paper that doesn't exist
So divided evenly as if dividends speak English eagerly "money?"
Spoke evil, empty as tombs robbed to call in deacons dummy, run in
With the cops sounds funny, nothing can destroy lovely, hug these bars
If your trapped behind 'em, line them up purposely to bring back mummy's, somebody
Coming closely summoned a sudden suction numbing to the
King to punish me... nope, cop in out the problems, I'll tell
You them since ya worried 'bout it, nodding at the royal cup,
Spilled spoiled oil for the envious, that's drivin' me nuts
Boiled up, I had it up to here with ya Jip, ya at the
Entrance when I hoped out vicious, spinin' like a merry-go-round
That starts but never ends when Tin Tin's adventure begins
Shatter shins, matter of kids born again in the kingdom of
Samarkand, some markin' chatrooms chatter 'dem gals out for fun
talkin' sharks in the pool often resurrected coffins, there stalkin'
Boundary line drawn, postin' postage stamps like food eatin', eight ball
Rolls to the left pocket, lock I ton like please I need ya tray dude!
May fool lots of peeps but when the bird chirps it's we who win sin soon
FUJIN MOVIN' THE CROSSBOW INTO A TORNADO, FATAL IT SEEMS
Makin' A SCENE, BREAK YOU, FORMATION OF FIST TO FIST
COMBAT, YA KARMA'S BACKED UP-N-BAK CONSIDERED, FILTERED WATER
SWARMIN' THE CURRENT DATE IN HISTORY A VICTORY FOR MIDWAY
CLASHIN' A VENTURE, A HEALING TINCTURE INSETED AT VERTED
HAND CASTS AT LAST I HAVE IT DOWN PACKED, SOUNDS THAT CONFUREN-WORD
YONDER-N-PLAY THAT, "MAGIC?" IT MIGHT WORK, MY AMBITION
BLITZED INTERNET PHISHIN' ACCOUNTS MUST BE PISSED OFF THE OTHER
END, THEM PEOPLE ACROSS THE WORLD, TOSSTH DIGI POSH SPAICE
UNITHE HER TO CD LABELS TO MASS MARKET, PASS CARPETS FOR THEM
BITCHS, WALK STRAIGHT HARLOT! RESPECT THE BIBLE TERMS, HEADS TO
THE SIDE CONFUSED LIKE Jarvis, WHO GOT YEARS BEHIND BARS, STUCK LIKE A
WORM IN THE GROUND, DUG SLUDGE FROM MY GRIM SHOWN NOTHIN' BUT
HATRED-N-TAKIN' VOWS MASON NOW A QUEST TESTIN' THOSE BYSTANDARDS
MY STANDARD IS EXTREME BLESSIN' THE THRONE ROOM, THROW YOU
IN THE PITS OF SATAN FOR NOT PAYIN' THOSE DUES, OVAL VIEW OF SPECTRUMED
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS LESSIN' THE DENSITY OF INFINITY TO BLOW YOU OFF
THE FACE OF LESSER-N-HIGHER GOD NAMES CALLED ON THAT MANIFESTED YA
PHYSICAL COMPOUND, STOMP TO POP UP WITH A FORBIDDEN STAFF I'LL OBTAIN
IN THE NEXT ROUND, NOW YOU'LL BE QUIET OR SHUT THE HELL UP, BELL'S YOUR HEAL
WHEN YOU WAKEUP, NEW COUNTRY OVER SEAS MADE UP, MY BED GET
ME THAT GOOD SLEEP, HOODED AS I'M ROAMIN' THROUGH ROMAN TEXT LIKE ASSASSINS
CREEP SO PASSIN' ME IS IMPOSSIBLE, DROPPIN' YOU IS OBSCENE, LOCKIN' TWO JES
AROUND AN AREA THAT'S BIDIN' A FAREWELL TO THE LORD DYEIN', TOTAL
PROPS TO THAT MAN WE LOVE SO THIS STATEMENT IS VIVID AS ANY DREAM,
THERE IS A GOD THAT DID IT ALL FOR US, AND HE ASCENDED AND LENDED A HAND
TO THE CHILDREN OF LIGHT WHEN I BATTLED THE DARK FORCES THAT THINK THEY CAN, UP TO THE HOLY THAT STANDS IN THE MIDST OF THE HOLY LAND
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Bitch know still knock her, switch flow. So I got you on the verge up.

Like metal gear snake knows in the anunnaki sense one person alone can't drop attack should be fought to lay low. Fate ruled in the process. Move in.

First the lever till pull, you'll take a paid in full payload devil laugh.

Even can piss off so vicious to a certain measure seven engines walkin' in a single file. Def not well is not accepted.

To rock it ass missin' cant stop this monster from being unleashed suddenly punning awor word search. This text is directed to support dynamics within a system.

The weapon will hold against the gap force.

At gangsta disciple stats. A weapon well be pressed to the left hand or the right turn im guessing.

Big king invested real to dominate zones moved in second.
STALKIN' THE STOCK MARKET, MAKIN' TOCKS ON THE CLOCK BEFORE THE DAY ENDS, PARK THIS IN YOUR PARKING LOT, ROCK THOSE NUMBER DIGITS WHICH IS SPINNIN' AT WALL STREET, ALL FREE FOR A FREE FOR ALL BEAT BEATIN' ON TRADES, BETIN' ON THE TRADE CENTER, LAY KEYBOARDS TO ENTER ANOTHER TECH TERMINAL TO INTERNET PORTS OPENED LISTED A MAINFRAME TO COMPUTE DATA SPEED WHILE MAKIN' A READ OUT ON THE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS COMBUSTION CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS FUSIN' TO PROXY SERVERS AT A MASSIVE RATE INFESTED THE DIGITAL ERA WE USIN'

INVENTED NEW INNINGS IN A INN WE WIN SLUMBER TO PLUNDER DIVIDENDS SO YOU'LL BELIEVE IT'S A GIMMICK 'NO!' LIFTIN' WITH THE RED BENCHIN' TELL I'M TOO SLEEPY, GETTIN' UP, CLAIMIN' A CELEBRATION NEVER TO END, EVER LIKE FOREVER WE PARTY AT PARTIES OR WE CAN NEVER PASS THIS EARTHLY TEST, BEST LET THE REST STEP INTO THE WAR VETS AT NO STATE, BLESSED WITH TO MANY SETS MOVIN' IN BETS, LIKE THEY NEVER INVEST 'N' HUMBLE

• DEBTS, IN THEIR BANK ACCOUNTS, I WILL BANK AMOUNTS 'N' MOUNTAIN STACK ON THE WALL, IN THE ROOM LIKE A TROPHY, SO YOU'LL KNOW ME CLOSELY TO FAME POST IT TO NAMES RECORDED THE SAME WAY CASH FLOWED REPEATEDLY, EGGIN' ME ON TO IT, SO I'M BEHIND YA WITH A ASSAULT RIFLE NUDGEIN' THE BACK OF YOUR RIGHT SHOULDER SNIPER CLOSER THEN USUAL LIKE IT'S TOUCHIN' MY SHOULDER TO THE BACK OF YOUR HEAD INSTEAD ARISTOCRAT Whip GAT TO YA HEAD, MIGHT HOLD YOU IN DIRECT RESPONSE TO THE ACTIONS I WAS JUST ACTIN' AND YOU'LL STILL CONSIDER ITS REAL, PASTORS SPEAK TRUTH COMPARE TO MASSES, IN BREEZE THAT ASIANS ARE IN FACTARNS IN ABBREVIATION OF THOSE KNOWN FACTIONS ARE ASSAS BEEN BEAT TILL EYES ON BOTH SIDES BLACKENED BY WHAT'S CALLED YAKUZA'S CAN BREAK BONES INTO MATHEMATICAL FRACTIONS, FASTIN' LIKE TIBETAN MONKS MOVED FAST AS AK'S BEIN' SPRAYED LIKE SKUNKS, BASTARDS HAVE A HARD TIME IN THEIR SCARED MINDS MAULIN' AS IF EATIN' SLOPPY ARE JABS SMASHIN' INTO BODY FRAMES 'N' FACES MATCHIN' UP TO THE KNuckles I TOSS AT PUNCHIN' BAGS PADDLED
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA, IN THE NATIONAL READIN' YA, MAIN'S STORIES
NATION TO HAVE HAITI'S HATIN CRACKER, SETTLE A TREATY PACT
MEDdle WITH MIDDLE OF WAR, MEDAL OF HONOR IM NEEDIN' THAT
MENTAL I'M THINKIN' OF THE GLOBE OF MILLIONS REMAIN FOR ME
AND THEM TO MOVE LIKE CHESS-N-CHECKERS MY TEAM GOES IN LIKE A SNEAK ATTACK
POLITIC'S NEVER BORE ME, I'M IN THE UNITED STATES BORN FREE/NATIONS HAVE ALLIANCE
NOT LIE IN, PRY IN THE FEDERAL NOTEBOOKS OUT THEIR HANDS SO HAND THE GREEN
NOTES OVER WITH THAT'S WITH THE SLASH THREW IT, TRUE ELITES SPEAKIN'/LEFT
COUNTER-TERRORISM WINS THE FEY COATS SIDE, TERRORISM BLEW IT DOWN
NINE ELEVEN TIMES MAGAZINE PUTS INFO ON THAT SHELF WHEN ITS DELL LIVE
MELTS IN A NEW ENTERPRISE AND A NEW PRIZE MIGHT BE CONSIDERED NOBLE TO THE
PREZIDENTS, ESSENCE OF RESIDENT EVIL LIKE LOCAL BATTLES WITH CITIZENS
ON A MASS SCALE WORLD WIDE EDITS OF PEACE TRIGGERED CHAOS OUT THE BLUE
INFIDELS CAPTURED ON FILM READIN' IT STRAIGHT OUT THE NEWSPAPER, A FEW LATER
UPHOLD THE LAW THEN SOLD THEM ALL, MOLDIN' YALL TO LEARN THE SOLDIERS CALL
ATTENTION! NICE BRIGADE IN THE SHADE, SHADOWS Emerge HOLDIN' RAW
MEAT, YOU WILL NEED TO FEED'EM LIKE INFORMATION TO SCREEN X-RAYS OF HUMAN
REMAINS TOP SECRET, DROPPING CEMENT TO MAKE STREETS SIGN SAY STOP FRIENDIN'
LIKE THEY STILL CONSIDER WEED A GATEWAY DRUG, MAKE WAY FOR THUGSTHOUG HOES
NOT MEANIN' A DAMN THING TO SOCIETY, SO PUBLISH THAT Gossip THAT SLIPS OUT PEOPLE'S
LIPS AND CONVERSATION IS INSANE NOW DAYS HOW MONEY ELYS
Bitches WANT TO RUN ME DRY SO DOCUMENT THAT FOR A CHANGE OBAMA DOESN'T LIE
SUDDENLY MY WORLD OCCURS TO BE DIFFERENT SO SHE CAN SUCK ORY, WHOES WITH BIG NOSES
BEIN' NOSEY IN BUSINESS, GET WITH IT OR I'LL KICK BACK N RELAX TILL YOU RESPOND
WITH THE CORRECT ANSWER OF KNOWLEDGEABLE-N-UP TO DATE EVENTS E-MAILED
OVER THE GLOBE IN DUE SEASON FOR THAT EXTENSION SENDING LIKE ITS CONDITION IS MINT
WINDOWS TINT EDITION NEVER RELEASED BUT INCARWARS, START MOVE NEWS
LASTS BROADCASTED BUT THE MAIN REASON FOR THIS INFO IS TO GET BENT TOO!
I'll breakdown a pound as if a car doesn't start
Then put it together for the street ride, from the heart
Drum the stars out the sky-n-divid numerals apart
Straight stack cash fast but have her ass move at a slow rate
No cake then no date, she's big so fake with no name
But I'll flow away, raps, throw away raps "Nah!" Blaze then
Smoke a Jay, nap sleep, wake up "Haze", didn't wake up for days

I woke up to day in jail, fake thugs never been a day in jail but, you'll panic
If your in my place, get off myspace before it's too late, do say hey to the
24/7 internet fiends interconnecting to the ownage saint, peace I'm with away
Force this pen to make an epic, porcelain dolls in a house orphanage footage
Foot soldiers, hitch rides switch knives to switch blades that a barbie girl
come alive like small soldiers, which lies frozen in space, shit to blizzard color
Temperature of plastic toys at zero kelvin, blood of people, Nero kill them old
Novelty collection, inspection held the mass of people together let them roll
Render render to bend her at a certain angle, Ram's future never in future
Rama's tended love and care, first to Miggle, ask then truth or dare,
Do you have furry angel wing? Still on a hunt to tame you from sin
Or then to hang you from limb to limb, mad at lib's said from sense making sense out of it instead sent to heavens gate cult bolted in like bike pegs
Installed to get drunk "Nice keg", all the way down at the end of the road, is where you will be lead, books open read the story, fleo away like the never ending story, fluffy dog flies into an airport and lands on its belly not the movie silly cat, feel me though rats in sewers so don't switch tricks like a Playboy bitch hitchen' and when on top of my head, you can rub me though blunt, burn it slow, but the ball next time cough me to throw away fast -get the stock boy in boys
One but on a strike three note, in baseball swings broke bats, throw that sack of haver over here if you want it when it comes to those hustles, much of you is spit at like the rap battle game for that
Dis respect so why not set those ugly does free willy no homocough is made for me by myself yep
7 CER TAIN PERSON NER VOUS HURRIED TO SLITHER LIKE SERPENTS TOSS ED ON THEIR BELLIES GET UP FIRST IN THE MIDST SURVE LIKE A HERSE IN THE DITCH SEARCH FOR WORDS IS A SENCH CELL ROOM TO SELL ME A BITCH NOT TO COMMUNICATE BEHIND THE WALLS SHE WANT IT ALL SHE WANT IT RAW BITCH RAW BITCH IMENSE KINDNESS SENT FOR THE SAKE OF SAINTS MY PILLAR NICE IN PARADISE SO REALIZE AMAZIN' GRACE GOLDEN BODY EMITS LIGHT ENERGY TO ENTER THE DOOM OF THE ROCK HOME OF THE GOD IN THE MIDST SIGHT SEND ME BLESSINGS THANK YOU KIND STR FOR THE ANSWER MOON AND THE SUN COLLIDE FACE TO FACE COMBINE SOON AND ITS DONE ECLIPSE ECLIPSED SOLAR EVENT TWO MINUTES TILL DOOM AND ITS GONE SHININ' SO ZOOM INTO THE STARS INTENSE IMENSE DENSE ETHERIC CONDENSED VAPOR ITS IN I'LL BE GUIDED TO PUT A SONG BOOK IN THE SOUNDS FITS FORTY MINERS MINERS PAN FOR GOLD BARS COUGHED UP GOLD DUST IRON LUNGS FORMED TO OLD RUST WO FORTY SPRAYED AT THE SURFACE OF YA CHEST OLD TIMER MAYBE THE CAUSE OF YOUR SO FIND YA OLD LADY SHE DON'T WORK PROPER I'LL STILL HERE HER TIME OF THAT ATTITUDE DUDE I'LL CALL HER ON THE PHONE TO SAY Yo WHATS GOOD WHATEVER IS CLEVER COULD BE SMART GET SOME LOVE THAT COULD PHASE THE HEART SHE WILL CRY IF WE BREAK APART DON'T TAKE IT THE WRONG WAY I NABBER YA JEWEL BOX FULL OF MANY ROCKS IN THE PAWN SHOP EXPENSIVE AS I'LL GIVE YOU DIRT CASH FOR RUBY'S SHININ' AS I MOVE 'EM LIKE A G L I S T E N N IN' WATCH RIPPIN' IT OFF LIKE A SCAM TAKE STACKS OF LIKE A ROBER Rich ROB A SHOP PLANTA BOM B- NOT THATS A JOKES YOU ARE ALSO LOST IN THERE BARS INK THINKS JUST LIKE A PERSON SO AS IT'S EJECTED READS THREW ALL THE THINGS THAT STICKS DOES THAT RING A BELL ANY AND KENNY FROM SOUTH PARK NEVER DIES SO THIS PENSONS STINGS SLASH STRIKE LIKE BOWLIN' BALL YA KNOCKED DOWN PUT PILL IN YOUR MOUTH WHEN YOUR OUT COLD RAT POISON INCERTED YOUR LAYN' FLAT AFTER ONE SWING I GUESS THAT'S HOW THE BILL GOES EVIL GRIN WHEN MY SNOUT MOVES MY OUTER NOSE SNIF L OUT DRUGS TO PUT THEM IN THE STREETS RISING STORM WITH HEAT FALL BACK FALL BACK RETREAT BUT INVAD LIKE A GOVERNMENT INFANTRY TAKIN' OVER G I JOE SNAKE N COBRA CO OP WITH METAL GEAR TAKE YA HARNESS BULLETS TO BREAK IT OVER AND THREW YOUR HEAD AFTER JUST TWO YOUR DEAD NOW WHAT DO YOU THINK WHO'S THE BEST ME TRICK WE CAN MAKE THIS MEETIN' HAPPEN SO SEEK THE DAMAGE
GO HARD LIKE THE ATOMS ARE TIGHTLY PACKED I'LL LEAVE THE RULE BOOK TO CARDS-N-DOPE SAKED WITH A FAT STACK AND OPPOSEN' THUGS ARE FIGHTIN' BACK ON THE PAPER ROUTE IN TWO LANES AND THE HIGH WAY THE MONEY'S BEEN MOVIN' LIKE IT RETAINS MILKES PER HOUR SPEED IN A TOWN TO CHARGE HIGH RATES LIKE A PLANE TRAVEL FARE DEALIN' WITH DEAR! INDEED IN THE ATMOSPHERE YEA, THIS YEAR FRED WITH A PLEA SEE YOU ALL NEED A FEAST AND I AM FULL OF Dope TILL FRIENDS SICK TO THE STOMACH AND I'LL KICK JOE DIRT IN YA FACE FILTHY MULLET I'M HAVIN' A BAD HAIR DAY, NOW ARE YOU SCARED OF ME OR HIM THE WAY REBELLY SPITTIN' LIES MAYBE IF I THINK ABOUT IT TRUTH FIRST THINK ABOUT IT OH! FORGET ABOUT IT REMEMBRANCE OF THE MAFIA THE WAY ESPIONAGE MISSIONS I PROCEED MYSELF I SEE THE HAND I DELT IT OCCURS THE EXACT WAY I WANT IT TO THAT IS HOW IT FEET A LEGENDS ESSENCE WILL SEND A MESSAGE SENT STRAIGHT TO GET INTERCEPTED A FOOTBALL PASS INTERVENTION HAPPEN LIKE CELL PHONES ARE THE NEW MAILING SYSTEM SO TEXT THIS TO YA GIRL WHICH IS MINE'S FINE LOOKIN' AT ME, DEAR ABBY MY DAME SO HOT THAT THERE IS HATER, WHAT SHOULD I DO WITH THE ONES THAT HATE? MAKE SURE YOU PULL THERE WIGS BACK WITH A FLIP OF THE WRIST SMACK LIKE I HIT-N-STICK SHIT INTO NEUTRAL AS I SLIDE AND IF IT'S AN OFFENSE SICK WHEN I GOT A DOPE CHARGE THATS SO AWFUL AWESOME OFFER FOR ME TO AFFORD AT THE BARGAIN WITH A PLEAT IN COURT AUDIBLE TO HEAR THE WISPERED WORDS IF YOU SELL DRUGS I LEAVE STRECK MARKS WHEN YOU LOSIN' WEIGHT YOU CAN'T MAKE A SELL AND IT'S HARD ON THE BLOCK I PUSH, SO YOUR SHOVED TO THE SIDE YOU CAN GET BLAMED N BANNED LIKE PROHIBITION SO WHILE I FLOW YOU'LL KNOW IT'S A PRO THAT'S SPITTIN' THE GUN IS TO YOUR CHEST CLOSE TO INCHS I IF I GET POPED WITH A KEY OF COKE IT'S SNITCHS PROVOKE ME IT'S SIMILAR TO DEATH WISHES YOU CAN GET TEASED WHEN I'M HAVIN' A LUXURY FEAST OF ME EATIN' EMCEES I'LL THROW A SPEAR THREW YA SPIRIT CAUSE IN TERROR N CHAOS YOU'LL KNOW TO IT WHAT'S Dope IS SICK YOU GET SMACKED WITH AN OPEN FIST AN AVALANCHE OF EARTHS ELEMENTS FALL AT A SLANT IN A SENSE I'LL TOS AN AMBULANCE THAT YOUR IN LIKE THE HULK JUST FLIPPED CHICKEN' YOU QUICK IN A GLANCE JUST SEEN
CAUSE NOCTES TO LUCIO DREAM WHEN FRIDAY THE 13TH CAME TO KILL ’EM
TRYIN' HIS BEST THAT FANTASY MADE IT FINAL FOR HIM TO BE VERSUS 13
FREDDIE KRUGER CRUICALLY FORCED HIM TO FALL FACE FORWARD, HURTIN' IT'S CERTAIN
IT OCCURRED WITH THE ELEMENT OF BURNIN', SO HIS APPEARANCE IS LIKE NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET
THE REAL JASON WAS JAMES BOND ASSASSINATED ON SATURDAY, ANIME PRODUCTION-
HORROR SEGMENTS CHOPPED IN HALF WITH AN AXE ADDIN' TO THE COLLECTION OF MASSACRES
PRECEDED AFTERWARDS I'M DUBBED A PURE HOLY KNIGHT TO HOLD A HOLY UPWARD
WARM UP SLING A SWING AT THE UPPER CORNER OF ALL THE BEAST IN ATTERBEAST,
I'M WEDED AT A HOLY FEAST AT LEAST THE PRIEST COMES WITH BLESSED WATER TO
AND IN MY HEAD AS I'M DEAD IN A CASKET BED LET OUR LORD ANGEL REST IN THE PRESENCE
OF HEAVEN" PUT IN THE GROUND JUST TO RISE WHEN SOME ONE TOUCH MY SACRED RELIC
HIS SOUL SO DON'T DISTURB THE DEARLY DEPARTED THEN IN A QUICK SUDDEN IT STARTED NECROMANCED CORPSES-
HARNESSED OF MAGICAL SACRED BOOKS PART OF DARK MAGICIANS INCANTATED SPILLS SPREAD LIKE
ACROSS THE GLOBE IN THE TOWN THEN THREW EUROPE SEEN FROM AFAR BUT JUST AS FAR AS A STAR
IN THE SKY SO ASK ASTROLOGERS FOR THE CORRECT PERFECT CONJUCTION OF PLANETS SO OUR
HEALTH DOES NOT ANNEX AND FISSION TO SPIT AWAY FROM THE PEOPLE "ASKIN" THE SAME
QUESTIONS ABOUT A HOLY BLESSING TO BE RECEIVED OF COURSE AS A BLESSIN' IN THIS MESSAGE
I'M NOT STUPID, SO STOP PEEPIN' WHEN I'M IN TOP SECRET TO DROP SEEMEN OVER A HOLE
POP PEOPPLE SO STOP FIENDIN' FOR DOPE SO SICK WITH MEDICATION I NEED HIGH DOES
TO HEAL THE ILL FLOW/STILL THOUGH WITH A CLEAN ATTITUDE AND THOUGHTS CLEAR
LIKE THE SKYNET PROJECT ODDLY PARTS OF A MACHINE FIXED TO RETURN//LIKE TERMINATOR
Z JUDGEMENT DAY AS YOUR SHOVED TO HAY LIKE HEY TO ELDERS AT THE FARM
OR IN THE PULPIT OR IN THE BULL PEN WITH MY GUILPT TO CAUSE THE BOSTON
MARATHON BOMBS TO GO OFF AND I'M A CORPORATE INCORPORATEIN' THE CORPSE
BLOWN BACK FROM THE HOMEMADE EXPLOSIVE, IMPLOSION YA BODY REACHS CORROSION
SO RADIO CARBON DATING IS NEEDED, FECELS IS YA FEED IS THE ONLY THING YOUR
GONNA EAT/AND DEATH IS IN YOUR REACH/DIEIN' IS WHAT I'LL PREACH/
World Wars are hardcore to cause "Hell," like Hitler, arms up, looks to sky to worship Rachmaninoff.

Onward, proceed with 1A, so they got knowledge of electronics, not considered awkward.

Calibrate Excalibur, alchemy, exile elsewhere examiners, St. Amant, elegant.

Antidote heals a ailment so the medieval emerge of elements is relevant.

To the holy crusade to animate posture of saints eminently Templars, honor in faith.

Positive make of helmets, breastplate armor is made with chain leggins is Allan.

To the physical frame will elevate the attacks ricochete (to bounce off Ya face).

Fle o unseen like stealth/condition critical: your health.

I'll stop the world and let it melt with you; the Gun, you should have felt the clue.

First off you'll thirst down, for more pain when I put the belt to you.

Skin formed calluses after so many rapid blows; formation how the tactic goes.

When I step back you get hit with a left jab that will help that damage grow.

I know that the duckster any day can crush the punisher under his allegiance.

But he is very humble in person, have you got to readin' Ephesians?

Old like the show Munsters, stong as an ox, if ducks quack and chickens are clucksters he is still an wild animal to call out "you mother sucker!"

I will muster the courage from thinking of Shairoo from being stubborn.

My size minute as they assume it could be faroo "sucker!"

Shuck! I don't know brother should not be a bother to worship Lord and

The rhymes hazardous like Marshall Mathers when he spits.

The chemical compound is mattered lyrical when I gathered it for that.

My arms sing hooks like a professional boxer that locks into your jaw.

So when you start to stupider you will not be talkin' at all. To start off yah repercussion.

My weed saks big like punchin' bags, yours looks like somebody's cempeot.

Skip out on dat ass your left in the dust with dust to smoke.

In order to touch this note you'll need a saxophone and you got a choice better.

A fax machine or a phone to communicate to reach your known throne.

Yo before its taken brok.
MAIN COURSE OF FIXIN' THE MAIN BOARD ON A MINI LAND ROVER IN THE
RAIN FOREST. DURIN' WAR "A FORTRESS" I'M RAMBOIN THE STREETS MY YARD
STATE BRAIN STORMIN' PAIN'S FOMIN' BUT I'M AT EASE FOR WEEKS TO REPAIR
BOTH MY VEHICLE AND BODY EQUAL IN SOCIETY TO BALANCE MY MONEY
BALANCE ON A HUNT FOR THE HOLY CHALICE. A CHALLENGE OF MALICE TO
MELLOW RELAXIN' AT NIGHT BEFORE ANOTHER FIGHT WITH THE DAY'S AHEAD SAID I WOULD
PROCEED WITH THE NEED AND INTENT OF GREED TO SEARCH WHAT I SEEK A MACHINE COMBINED WITH
WAR OR TIME TO SMASH STRIKES CLEAR-N-CLEAN CUTS, MASH MET AN IMPOSSIBILITY CUZ I CRUSHED YA
FATE UP/MAKE UP YA MIND, INCOMPETENT TO STAND TRAIL AGAINST STATE OFFICIALS, I HOPE.
THEY MAKE IT SIMPLE OR AT LEAST BREAK A LITTLE TIME OFF INSTEAD OF A LOT I GOT MUCH GAME
LIKE SPORTS. THE WAY I PLAY BALL ON THE BLOCK BORROWED THE CLOCK FOR SAFETY ISSUES LIKE
GIVE TWO SHITS-N-A-FUCK IF YA BLASTED ON THE WALL. SAME PLATE THAT I ADOFF HITTERS TABLE. WHEN I'M AT THIS(YOUR) DINNER TABLE, WAITIN'
TO CANNIBALIZE ANY EVOKE STILL IN THE CENTER I'M AN ALCOHOLIC DRESSED TO IMPRESS IN A STYLED VEST, CLEAN-N-FRESH CUZ I'M ALWAYS PAMPERED
FIRST STEP IS ALL SHE'LL CHECK, MY SWAG NICE TONIGHT, PICKED UP MY PHONE AND ANSWER
IS IT SEX, MAYBE YES, BUT WHAT I'LL RETSHES UPTO GET HAMMERED
RIPPIN' IT UP/WRAPPIN' THEN RIBBON IT UP, NICE SPIRITS IS A NICE GIFT,
ATTACHIN' THE RAP GIFTED WITH GIFT WRAP SITTTIN' IN THE PRESENT
MOMENT/SIDE WALK YOU ARE STEPPIN' ON IT STEPPIN' ON YOU LIKE A FLOOR MAT
FOUR EXACT APPROXIMATES OBVIOUS TO FORMAT THIS AREA OF ZONE STAY CLEAR
TO YA OWN IF YOUR NEEDIN' A LOAN NOW YOUR STABBED CLEAR TO THE BONE.
IT DETONATES WHEN YOUR NEAR AND YA GONE. SEND EM TO HELL. TOUCH THIS HEAT AND
LIKE AN ANGEL YA BEAT INTO THE SNOW GLOW RED BLOOD AND THE DEATHS PERFECT
SURGE OF ELECTRICAL CURRENT FROM SURGEONS SEARCHIN' FOR THE LIFE JUST LOST CLEAR IT'S CERTAIN AND CONFIRMED THEY JUST LEARNED THE DEAD IS ON ARRIVAL
STAY ALIVE AND SURVIVE AT LEAST THIS ONETIME OR I WILL RUN KNEE BONE TO YOU
BEFORE ITS EVEN IN THE HAND OF MINE IN JUST ONE MOVE TO THE SIDE YOU TUR
INTO SLIME
BANKIN’ OFF OF A BANKS CONTRACTOR SO SIGN OFF THE CONTRACT/I NEED THE BILLS
AT A STAND STILL WITH A VETO READIN’ MANY ALMANACS/IT’S MY WELL TO GIVE A
DRILL OF THE CURRENCY’S CURRENT FLOW LIKE A WATER DAM SECTIONED OFF LIKE A
GATE
ORDERS TO THE STATE RELATE TO THE CASH COMMISSIONED//I’LL BE THE RUBBER
BAND MAN AFTER THE SANDMAN PUTS T.I. TO SLEEP/SENT THE GRIM REAPER THREW
MY TEETH WITH WORDS I SPEAK HOT/COMPARABLE TO HEAT FROM ONE SMILE//A
FREESTYLE CONSIDERED SILENT//A MENTAL WARD, I’LL ILL, I’M STILL ON THE VEGETO
ON THE OUTSIDE! THE LEGISLATIONS STATE TO COMMUNICATE//AND TAKE YOU
TO A VEGETATIVE//CAMBELL’S SOUP, I’LL EAT YOU WITH VEGETABLES TODAY/
CATCHIN’ YOUR FACE WITH A PISTOL AS IF IT’S A GLOVE, IF YOUR STEPPIN’ MY WAY/
HARD SHOES TO RIP AND YOU’LL FADE, IT’S AIMED ALREADY SITVIN’ YOUR WAY LIKE
ACROSS A TABLE YA BEEN LABELED WITH A GAUGE//FOR THE SAKE OF LIFE, DIE...THOUGH/
NICE TRY!! HI! I’M HERE, FEARSE TO TEAR TEARS FROM YA EYES//AND AS THERE ROLLIN’
A GROUP OF PEOPLE ON ACID, TRIPPIN’ WHILE WHEELS SPINNIN’ THE CAR//TENVIN’ THE
TESTOSTRONE WITH THE TECH TO YA CHEST, I MIGHT HAVE TO REST AFTER ONE BAR///

ORDER FORCES THAT ARE BORIEEN IN FORM SO SEEIN’ VERMILLION ADORNED
AS THE SWORD EXCALIBUR//ARM MY TORSO TO CALIBRATE MY DEFENCE//
ELEMENTS FIRE, WIND, EARTH-N-WATER FROM FOUR CORNERS MAKE MY OFFENCE MORE!!!
IN STAMINA//THE BLADES SEEN STANDIN’ UP//SHADE MOVIN’ OUT OF OUTER DARKNESS
’ARMIN’ THE ANIMA//ANIMATE AN ANNIHILATION//VIVILOY SEEING THINGS GROWING
TERRY BOGARD’S POWER WAVES HAS ENOUGH FORCE TO FADE ANY MARTIAL ARTIST/
DEPART YA HEART QUICK//ART OF PARTICALIZATION HARM IN THE CENTER
OF THE CENTRE TO MIDDLE OF THE ENTRE POINT//OVUM JOKES OF ASCENSION///
LOIN SOFT, FABRIC CLOTHES TO OTHERS LUMBER JACKS TO SMOKE JOINTS//LOWER
TOKEIN’ PENSIER//HIGHERING/WEED DOPE SO BLAZE IT UP’DEN THEN NOT
INFLUENCE A GUIDE TO ACTUALLY HOLD VIRTUE AS A STATE OF MIND, COULD HURT YOU IN DUE
TIME, TRUE THAT CRIME ARISES OUT OF A CAUSE, HIT PAUSE TO STOP THE WORLD AND MELT
WITH YOU, TILL TO HAVE A SHOULDER TO LEAN ON.
LAUNCHED A MISSILE LIKE NORTH KOREA WATCHED THE PEOPLES DEATH

WHICH BOMBS ARE ITCHIN'TO DETONATE SO PRAY FOR YOUR LIFE LIKE A PENTECOSTAL
CHRISTIAN// HOT AS WINTER CHANGED TO SUMMER TIME IS GETTIN'/ARMAGEDDON,
LAUNCHED THE PISTOL THE BOMBS IS SETTIN' THIS BOSTON MARATHON THE DEAD ENDS YA
FORM IMBEDDED TO THE REGIMENTS WEAPONS AND I'MAS SEND THIS TO YA DECEIVANTS IF THERE
ANY LEFT// MANY STEPS OF MY INFANTRY MOVIN' SHOOTIN' M-SIXTEENS BOOMIN' ROB YOU
LIKE GIMME THAT I SPENDIN' CASH RIPPIN' IT FROM YA HANDS RAW IN THE OTHER DIRECTION NOW
YOUR INFANTRY CHOPPED IN HALF SPIDER MAN BETTER YET HAVE YOU HEARD OF THE IRON MAN//FROM
AFAR YOU SEE SNIPERS STAND TO A KNEELED POSITION STILL PERCISION I POINTED AT ALL OF YOU
TO KILL THE SNITCHS YOU CANT HEAL THE SICKNESS EVEN IF YOU HAD THE PILLS FROM A DOCTOR GIFTED
THEM TO YOU, TRUE THOUGH I'M TRYIN' THAT TO HAVE THE UPPER HAND AT ANY BATTLE MATCH/
THE BELL RINGS I WILL RATTLE IT YA TORSO I'LL DISMANTLE THAT AND TO RAPPERS THAT
SUCK CHECK THE BUCKS SPENT IN THE A NUKE AT YOU LIKE SPITTIN' A PHRASE//ATTACKS THREW
THE NIGHT PHASED YOU LIKE ITS STILL STICK IN YA MIND SO REMEMBER THIS YA DITEH/ALRIGHT/
THANKS FOR TRYIN' YOU'LL FEEL THE SAME ASSAULT AS AN ASSAULT RIFLE AND ITS TWO SO BOTH/
I COUNT THE SACKS LIKE MADDEN/HUSTLER THAT BLASTS EM WITH A WATER BLASTER
SPIT-N-RIP FASTER THEN ANY RAPPER I'M A WORD CONSTRUCTION MASTER WITH FLUID THAT IS
AMUSING//CHEMICAL COMPOUND DIPERSIVE IMMERS IN HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN TO FORM ACID/
LIQUID WEAPONS MEASURE THE PRESSURE OF THE AIR DOWNWARD THE OUTCOME IS MASSIVE/
- THESE PEOPLE LIKE
THE COVERAGE OF LAND MASS HAS PASSED A MILLION SQUARE MILES//WHERE NOW ALL/
I GOT DUDES OVER YOU WITH A GRENADE LAUNCHER SHOOTING IT AT CLOSE RANGE//
NOT GIVIN' A FUCK IF THEY DISINTEGRATE//ELECTRODE TO MELT NODES ON CIRCUIT CHIPS//
HURRY IT PROGRAM CATARACTS TO BLUR YOU QUICK// THERE'S THREE THINGS IN COMMON
WITH A GUN B*TCHES AND THE HEAD ON YOUR SHOULDERS//SO I'LL KICK BACK THIS RATCHETS MAKE IN
SURE THIS B*TCH IS BLOWIN' IT OFF INSTEAD IT'S SENT LIKE MADDIN' ADDRESS RELEVANT/
FAST LIKE YOUR NOT EATIN' PUT YOUR CARCASS IN A COFFIN IT'S OFTEN, FROM SMOKIN' BLUNTS
COUGHIN'/AUTOMATIC FANATIC OBSESSED WITH ANTICS I PLAN ON TOSSIN'
ETHERIC SUBSTANCE ELECTRON’S ORBIT IS FURTHER AWAY THEN IN
PHYSICAL MATTER THE ROTATION IN COMPARISON IS LIKE SOLIDS PASSIN’ THREW GASES
THE SUN FOR EXAMPLE MARS IS LIKE THE PHYSICAL DENSE ANYWHERE EARTH
IS AT THE ELECTRONS SPIN IS FURTHER AWAY IN ETHERIC STRUCTURES NUCLEUS
SO ASHTAR SHEFANS SPACE SHIP CAN INCREASE IN VIBRATION TO VANISH
INSTANTANEOUS, INSTANTLY MAKIN’ IT TO LIGHT SPEED, HIGHER CONSCIENCE LEVEL-
POWERFUL WITH ENOUGH FORCE TO DESTROY A BOMB TO DETONATE
THE IMPACT CAUSED YA SKINS POURS TO BE RUFF, YA HEADS MISSIN’
I’M RELAXIN’ Watchin’ as Gin poured in a cup, Topsy My Self
I’M BORED OF THEM DRUNKS, I Got WEAPONS HANDY THAT I SUPPORTED
ENOUGH “That’s Danoy” But you’re on the SAME COURSE AS A BUM
IF YOU TALK BACK I’LL SPEAK TO IT, ITS A WRAPGRAB TO CAUSE FIRE A SCORCH TO MY
TONGUE YOU’LL FEEL HEATS SIMILAR TO A TORCH AND THE SUN
COMBINED A SLUT TO THE CORK IN THE WINE! SO DRUNK IN PUBLIC
AFTER COURT AND SHeS DONE, NO TIME FOR ME... IMPOSSIBLE
LIKE DIVIDING A FOUR INTO ONE, OF COURSE I’M THE ONE
WHO ABORTED HER SON WHICH IS YOU NEVER BORN WITH A GUN
YOU SNORT WITH A ONE DOLLAR BILL, COKE KILLS I’VE SO MANY CHICKS
ITS LIKE A CATHOLIC PRIEST IN FRONT OF ME IS A PORCH AND THE NUNS
SO I’M ADDONIN’ A BUNCH GETIN’ MORE OF THE SUCKS I’Ll LOVE HOES
OR JUST THE SLUTS I’M MORBID WHATS UP? ANGEL AND DEMON TRICK!
ABSORB UPPER CUTS LIKE MAJIN BOO, BETTER YET A LEPERACHAN
HORDEIN’ YA LUCK, INCREASE IN SPEED LIKE A ENGINE TORQ TO COMBUST
BUT DEPENDS ON HOW MUCH IS STORED IN THE MUFFLER THEN YOU HEAR
A LOUD ROAR ALL OF A SUDDEN WHEN ITS YA TORSO BUSTED
IN FRAGMENTS, MORE SO THE SUCTION FROM THE KICK BACK RIPED H A S E
YA WIG BACK WHEN ONE TORN YA LIGMENTS IN SECTIONS YOUR
LESS LIMPIN’ FROM ONE PIVOT OF THE WRIST FLIPPIN’ THE
Rippin' ribbits from Kermit the Frog rappin', passed out from matchin' a blunt, a blackout happens, de-toxin' to take out the toxins in an autopsylab. Its obscene. The carbon-dioxide that's trapped makes ya breathe in, stopped after the procuoures. Occurs the cops talk like an arrest warrant the rest are warned. A gun to the chest while a vest's worn, a nest moved like a wasp swarm so hold on to your intestines that's torn from ya stomach, to let move inside us as ya flipped inside out so from Thunder Cats you'll look like skeleton. Ya just endorsed and meta metaphor, a gypsy spitfire, emcee, with spirit force on the course of the bars, stored harm into ya dia phragm. Ya diein' fam better yet ya diein' fast make you lose weight in the game like a diet fast. Shown rolls of green I'll supply the cash for the hitman talkin' blood money. I'll divido yo ass for tryin' that to blast at somebody I'll even hustle Russell Simmons while you still stuck as a gimmick sounds like Thunders spitfire if you ever wonder switchs, my rap pages are up to rippin' any battle rapper. Thinkin' there as gifted better wait for Christmas to get this sick spt. I hold the flow. It's a water dam fluid fluent watered down whole ocean gets corroded from an open explosion older days as time passed, one word can ignite a fight. Oh tonight when the mood is right my life shines throw a triangular prism like light reflect that beam off a mirror so it shines and sparkles clearer in sight I work out Wars just like I work out my raps in a lab it is on point and sharp. I'll find an exercise of practice to stab any opponent chosen to relieve again I'm graded with an u/ knowledge of a sage fast as I run laps ran away like out the way. No impasse this empath to read the syntax of your feelings I'll skip past and rip half ya wig back like rogan needed ya hot headed hairless. You got mistakes careless turn around and stare quick I'll jump out a car with a bat and swing stabs while it's in hand picture that my arms swingin' back too a bitch smack without lackin' strenght by surprise like taken aback. Takin' a bat too smash pottery exact. Correctly formed. Any one of the norm will brain storm the main point of the story of that act.
CAN MAKE THE DOPE LAST WHEN I LEAVE STRETCH MARKS ON THE SCALe LIKE YA LOSIN' WEIGHT ITS HARD ON THE BLOCK I PUSHED A BIG BODY FIGURES LIKE TRIGONOMETRY AYE! I HANDLE THE BARS WELL TALKIN' TO WOMEN BUT YOUR BANNED LIKE PROHIBITION AT THIS LOCATION I'LL MAKE-N- SAY A FEw PHRASES WHILE I FLOW YOU'LL KNOW ITS A PROTHA SPITTING CLOSE TO INCHES THE GUN IS TO YOUR CHEST, GET POPED LIKE A KEY OF COKE IT'S SNITCHS SO NO TOUCHY TO MY LUXURY OR GET SMACKED WITH AN OPEN FIST THATS SENT WHAT REMAINS DOPE IS SICK IN A SENSE, I GOT ENOUGH STRENGTH TO LIFT AN AMBULANCE Tossin' IT SO IT FALLS AT A SLANT CRUSHIN' YOU LIKE BOULDERS FROM AN AVALANCHE EVEN HAVE AN ANVIL THROW ON YOU LIKE AN ANCHOR GOIN' OVER BOARD IM THE CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP/KEEP THE BULLETS CAPPIN' IN THE CLIPS/OLD PIRATE CANNONS CAUSIN' DAMAGE AND IT HIN/Criticalizin' YOUR HEALTH CUZ I SEEN YA STEALTH MELT RHYMES HAZARDOUS SICK LIKE MARSHALL MATHERS WHEN HE SPLITS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS IS LYRICAL MATTER WHEN I GATHERED IT FOR THAT IM IN A PulpIT LIKE A BULLPIN WITH MY CULPRIT AS A CORPORAL INCORPORATIN' THE EXPLOSIVES CORPSE EXPLODED THE BOMB WHEN IM RUSHIN' THE BOSTON MARATHON WHEN SOMETHING HOME MADE GOES OFF/IMPLODIN' BODIES THROWIN' SHORTY SHELLS IN A SCATTERED MANNER, THOUGHT FATHOME ASSAULT TURNED YA WHOLE FRAME INTO PHANTOM MATTER NEVER TALK BACK TO THIS COBRA ADDER BITES OF EVEN RIP N RENT N PLACE POISON IN THE SKIN JUST BROKE TO RASHES ROAD RASH FLESH MARKS FRESHLY CARVED WHEN I ROAD PASS TO OPEN A GASH IN MULTIPLE LOCATIONS ACROSS YA CHEST LIKE AN EKG EVEN THIS DOCTORS SICK WHEN I PUT A HOSPITAL AT RISK, I PUT A LOCK ON A LITTLE BOX THAT HAS THE SERUM FOR THE EFFECTS OF CURIN' THE SICKNESS THAT YOUR HEARTEN BUT ILL LET THIS FLOW CORRODE YA WHOLE INSIDES OUT LIKE TAP ROOMS LEECH YA BODY VITALS UN TILL YA THROWIN' UP THREW THE MOUTH WHICH OCCURS NOW CERTAIN BOUNDS FROM A GATLING GUN, RAPPIN' Fun But CERTAIN SOUNDS LOCK YA JAW NEED A TETANUS SHOT/TEST CHECK CHECK THE NEXT THING IM SPITTIN'S HOT/RIPPIN' OFF RAPPERS AND PEOPLE TO ALSO TIE THEM OFF BIGGEST BOSS THE BIGGEST LOSER IS RICK ROSS, SO LOST NOT- 

FOUN D JUST STOLE THIS SNITCH'S CAR 22
I CAN ALWAYS FEEL THE PULSE OF THE PUSSY POPPIN'/ AND THE JOLT OF THE THICK THROATS

DISTINGUISH BETWEEN WHAT'S REAL AND THE THING THAT CAUSES THE KILL

HEAR THE RANG OF THE BELL SO FEEL SOMETHIN' STING AND YOU'LL MELT

SO THE HEAT THAT YOU FELT? WHAT I BRING FROM THE BELT

CALL THE POLICE, YOUR GONNA BE NEEDIN' THERE HELP LEAVIN' WELPS

ON THE SWAT TEAM BRINGIN' EM HELL SEEKIN' MY SHEATH UNSEEN

CAN'T SEE ME LIKE JOHN CENA, SINKIN' THIS STEEL CHAIR CRUSHIN' YA HEAD

DELT CARDS LIKE GAMBIT'S STAFF STABBED YA BACK INSTEAD I'M IN PRIVATE HAVIN' A

CONVO TO OVERR THROW KOSOVO'S COUNTRY AND CERTAIN SENTENCES SAID SITTIN' CITS DOWN

YA WIGHTS GONE, I GOT YA WEED, RIPPIN' YA POUND/BUT LIKE ALL YOU

GOT IS A FEW DIME'S, TRUE CATIE IS ROBBERY, BURGLARY AND ASSAULTS ON POLICE,

PLEASE YEAH, I GOT INFORMATION SITTIN' WAITIN' FOR ME TO READ LIKE DOCUMENTS THAT

VERIFY THE FACTS, THE DEEM COULD BE STARIN' DOWN YA BACK/SOUNDS FROM THAT ARE

PIERCING LIKE STRENS BLASTING OF AN ANNOUNCEMENT AT A LOCAL CIVIC CENTER/ THE

BLADE BROKEN IN YOU, AND ITS LIKE A SPINTER IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SPINAL COLUMN/ FOR BACK UP ONLY 'EM

FOR BRICKS/SATISFACTOR Y MAD AS A FACTORY OF RAPPINGS EMERGE LIKE SAIYA-JIN/ CLOTHED IN

IN SCHOOL, MATCH SUBJECTS-N-TOPICS SHOWN RAPIDLY/PASSIVE MOVED LIKE CHASTEN MARKS

GASHING—NO VAMPIRE PACTS S LAUGHIN' AT YO...!! PURGE/DOCUMENTS IN THE DEVILS

LYIN' PEN/THE PEN IS CAUCASIOPIRE LIKE AN INTERRUPTION OF HELL/CORRUPTION OF DEMON ANGELS

THEN 'M A MEDIUM PSYCHIC THEN/ RIGHT'S KID SMILES BIG LIKE TITTIES ALSO LIKE A BITCH WITH

A RIGHT KICK FUNKISH CAN BE COMPAREABLE LIKE SONYA DID LUCKANG ACCOMPLISHED THE BICYCLE KICK

WITH MINUTES TO SPARE ON LIMITS OF TIME DO PARE A VIOLENT LORD KING WE CAN STORE

EMITTED FORCE, RINGS OF OCTOGON BOUTS ARE NOW OUT TO BE SEEN FOR FREE, WHEN I START TO CHARGE

YOU TO PAY PER VIEW/TAPES OVER YA MONTH MAKE AN EXPOSABLE GO OFF YA HOUSE I GRAB YER ROSE BY

HER BOUS/ SWITCH THE CLOTHS OFF SO THE CLOTHS RIPPED BUT KNOW THIS NOTION

WHEN YOUR TORSO MIDSECTIONS BROKEN/ MESSIN' UP YOU IS A PRECIEVE OMEM

BEAT ON YOU N-REACH TO THROW YOU THREW A OVEN OVER IT WHILE IT'S ON! ROSES

POSTIN' MESSAGES, ZONIN' EVERY "WAIT" OPEN LETTERS READ IT OUT AT A PODIUM